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250 darnage3. We think the 
transferred business under sc1 : h 

of their superintendents c for sending in fictitious pro
posals, and sentenced therefor, by the onl Chief Justice, to nine 
months' imprisonment with har our. The ROJ'al Lt't'1r, of 
Liverpool, hav':! also been b· prosecuting some of their agents 
before the Bristol Court~ forging dealh certificates with intent 
to defraud the society. 'ie RoJ'<1l Lii•cr 11as been succes,;ful so 
far; the defendants, named 1 and Htmt, being (:cfter :t 

lengthened inquiry) committed rial to the assizes on 3rcl 
inst., bail being refused. Tl :ire simply a fe,v examples of the 
every-day troubles of t indwtrial life manager, and clearly 
show that steps should be t::tken by them jointly in order to effec
tually prevent or withstan numerous and varied forms of 
fraud in connection '"ith this branc tlf business. 

FLOUR MILLS AND INSURANCE. 
(C111!i1111cdfromfa.:;e 274.) 

THE modern roller mill generally consists of three lofty builJ
ings of six to eight floors, occupied respectively as warehouse, 
cleaning-house, and mill, and communicating with each other 
by irondoors or sluices in the party 'mils. The arrangements 
v.:ry considerably in different establishments, but the fullowing 
rn:iv betaken as a fair exam1,le of the processes usually c:uricd 
on - The wheat after beinrr hoisted on tv the fir,t floor of 

' "' warehouse, i3 passed <lown a shoot into a "separ.itor "in the l.Jase-
ment, wl1ich removes :ind carries the dust and dirt outside the 
building by me.ms of a fan. The wheat is afterw:irds rai;ed in 
elevators to the top floor, from whence it is dcli,·ered Ly vertical 
distributing shoots into the garners below. In the warehouse we 
are describing there are fifty-six of these garners, and the "·he;::t 
can be directed to any one of these by means of valves worked 
from the top story. Dy similar me:ins the wheat is drawn off as 
required, delivered on the ground floor, mixed in desired propor
tions, elevated once more to top of building, and shot into bins 
next the wheat-cleaning house. Passing under the iron slide in 
w:ill, the wheat enters an elevator in the cleaning house, is c:irried 
to top story, and descends in succession through the cle:ming 
machines, which are arranged one above the other on the floors 
below. The first of these machines is a "scparato· " which 
removes barley, oats, and other foreign matters, and the wheat 
then passes over powerful magnets which arrest nails, pieces of 
wire, &c. The next machine (which is only used for certain 
wheats) is a" decorticator," consisting of three grindstones on one 
spindle, but rotating in separate troughs. After working its way 
through each of these the wheat, now freed from beard and loose 
dirt enters the" smutter," where it receives another but less severe 
scr~bbing, and is delivered to a powerful brush machine, in wh!ch 
it is passrd in succession between four sets of fixed ;end revolnng 
brushes. The cleaned wheat is afterwards elevateJ to top of 
building and shot into bins adjoining the mill. The dust frorn the 
cle;ming operations is drawn by fans to dust room at top of 
building. 

The wheat enters the mill by means of iron sluices in di vicling 
wall, and after passing up an elevator and over a set of magnet:), is 
delivered to an automatic weigher, and afterwards passes t() a 
"grader," dividing into three sizes. It then enters the cock~~ 
cylinders, which remove the remaining foreign seeds. The gr:un 
is now ready for gradual reduction on the rollers on. floor bel.O\L 
The "first break" consists in lXtssing the wheat Ill two sizes 
through separate pairs of rollers, which are so arranged that the 
berry is split along the crease. In the "second break" ca.ch ~f 
the halves is divided into two or three pieces, and the reduct10:1 is 
continued through the third, fourth, :incl fifth breaks. After each 
break the product is elevated to the top story, and descends 

)1e exllaust trunks and dust room. Si1~ce wire has LJmL rnuc l 

into use for sheaving operations wheat-especially American 
wheat-is plentifully supplied "·ith spark-kindling materi:i.ls. We 
will t:ike a single instance of a smut-room fire : the Hecker ).Iii! 
fire in New York, in 1882. The evidence of the mill supcr
tendent went to show that the fire originated in the "smutter" on 
seventh floor, and that the fire was caused by a spark, struck by 
friction in the srnutter, igniting the dust and passing through the 
spout into the dust room, and there igniting the dust. 

Coming finally to the mill, we find the most noteworthy sources 
of accident, under the old system, may be traced to the millstones 
running empty and striking fire, and to foreign substances intro
duced with the wheat, with. a simibr result. The flame, however 
found in the old mills had but little on which to feed until the intro
duction of the blast or exh:iust, with dust room and connections. 
In estimating the relative d:inger from fire in new and old mills, 
we must constantly bear in mind that flour, in itself, is incom
bustible. Thrown on a glowing furnace it will retard, and if, in suf
ficient quantity, extinguish the fire. When mixed with air it burns 
slowly or freely according to the proportions; and given flour in a 
fine state of division mixed with air in proportions which are pro
bably only attainable when the atmosphere has a certain density, a 
violently explosive mixture is the result. Illustrative of the first fact 
in this statement we give the following extract from the "Miller's 
Text-Book," written by a Practical Miller : "Strange enough, 
many millers think the quickest way of putting out a fire is by 
putting flour sweepings on it. In some mills where wheat and oats 
are ground, and where they sometimes grind the oat seeds, the 
stones have to be kept very close, and the feeding material being bad, 
the stone immediately fires-the seeds being a most inflammable 
material-when the quickest way of putting out the fire is by 
pitching flour sweepings on the top of the stone, when they soon 
smother it. As sometimes the flames were a great height before 
they could be got at, the first or second scoopful often burned up 
with a ciackling sound at once, but not with what one would call 
an explosion. I have often seen a fire put out in this manner 
without the mill being stopped or the least disorder, where a few 
minutes' delay would have forced one to fly for his life." Returnin 
to the millstones with exhaust, the reality of the danger of fire or 
explosion caused by a spark conveyed amongst the finely divided 
flour in the exhaust trunk has unfortunately been too often demon 
strated to admit of doubt. The writer of a prize essay gi,·en i 
the llfillt!rs' Journal of New York a couple of years since state 
upon good authority that only about one-fifth of the explosion 
which occur are made public : the deduction being that millers 
not wishing to attract attention to the risk, make no mention 
such accidents unless the damage is serious. On the other han , 
as a means of keeping the mill clean and free from dust, the e 
haust has much to commend itself both to the miller and th 
insurance company; but from the point of view of the latter it is a 
open question whether the advantages are not more than counte 
balanced by the danger of its presence in the mill. Althou 
usually likewise provided with an exhaust, the same danger 
greatly modified in the roller mill; any foreign substance passi 
between the rollers would damage the machinery, and, on t 
account alone, the wheat must be carefully cleaned in the pr 
liminary st:iges. The stive room is now happily dispensed with, ho 
ever, in the best appointed mills, being replaced by dust collecto s, 
of which there are several kinds now made, and which are all a great 
improvement on the former clumsy contrivance. 

Having conceded so much in favour of the new system, we 
must be excused if on mounting to the upper stories of the mill we 
look with more uneasiness upon the purifiers, a large number of 
which are necessary. They are almost universally light wooden 
structures, with the internal machinery often revolving at a good 
speed, and provided with fan attachments to carry off the dust 
from each to the dust rooo;i. The number of fans is not a favour. 
nhl"" fe:iture in a mill. The reels and silk dressing uia-:hines co 
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through "sol ping reels," wntcn remove any flour that !us 
made, and on to sizing machines, which retain the smaller particle~, 
sending down the larger pieces and the bran by me::tns of spouts 
to the next pair of rollers. Any loo3e bran is removed by means of 
an aspirator attached to the hopper of each roller mill. The bran 
passing from last "grader" is elev:tted to a bran cluster on top 
story, where it is cleaned and packed in sacks. The broken wheat 
or "semolina" is now collected from the graders according to size, 
and passes through centrifugal purifiers on another floor. In 
these it is divided into different qualities according to its specific 
gravity, the heaviest being used for the best flour. An inward 
current of air in the purifiers carries off the particles of bran by 
means of a trunk into a special dust room over the cleaning 
house. Any adherent bran is afterwards removed from the 
semolinas by smooth rolls with light pressure. After the flour has 
been dusted out, the semolina, together with the finer varieties 
gathered from scalping reels, is re-sized and again purified, the 
heaviest particles after reduction on smooth rolls and dressing on 
centrifugal dressing machine producing the patent flour. The next 
heaviest is made into bakers' flour, and the remainder, after under
going further manipulation, produces flour of lower qualities. 

\Ve have dwelt somewhat at length on the new processes, 
chiefly to illustrate the important position which the elevator holds 
in the modern mill. It will be seen that in the warehouse the 
wheat twice travels from the basement to the top story of the lofty 
building; it is also twice elevated through the floors of the clean
ing house. In the mill, during the five breaks, it passes through 
a succession of five elevators from the ground to the top floor, 
descending each time through the 1111chinery and shoots; and 
besides these there are seven other elevators used in the subse
quent processes. Then we have innumerable conveyors, spouts, 
and exhaust trunks, to say nothing of opening3 in the floors such 
as trap doors and shaft-holes, which all lend their assistance to 
make the mill an easy prey to the flames. It will be readily 
imagined with what lightning-like rapidity a fire could spre1d from 
floor to floor, and how poor are the ch1nces of 1rresting the flames 
when once they have gained a hold on the structure. But in 
addition to the grave charge of aiding and abetting the spre1d of 
fire, the elevators (and the conveyors in a minor degree) have been 
arraigned as the actual incendiaries of many mills. The danger 
appears to consist in the pulley in the elevator head grinding 
against the side or on the strut board, and c1using sparks to be 
deposited amongst the accumulations of flour and other dust with 
which the elevator he1d is usually well provided. The conveyors 
from the reels and dressing machines are liaLle to get choked up, 
and the discharge spouts are often placed inside the chest out of 
sight and not easily accessible. Mr. H. B. Horton, in a valuable 
paper communicated to the Pennsylvania Millers' Association, 
(extracts from which will be found in a recent issue) lays special 
stress on the danger from these two sources. The elevators are, 
however, much too useful to be ruthlessly banished from the mill ; 
they are in fact practically inseparable from the modern system of 
milling. Many plans have been suggested to minimise the danger 
from their use by constructing them of fireproof materials, and 
some few mills have been fitted with p1tent tubing composed of 
galvanised iron, with cast-iron head and foot boxes; but as far as 
we can learn no substitute for the wooden elevator has been found 
to answer the purpose sufficiently well to warrant its general 
application. 

After thus characterising the general structure of the mill, let us 
proceed to ex1mine the machinery in the different departments. 
That in the w1rehouse c1lls for little remark ; there the danger is 
comparatively minimum. Taking the cleaning house next in 
order, we find that it is here many of the fires originate. The 
machinery, consisting of brushes and cylinders, revolves at 1 high 
speed, and much heat is generated. Further, any foreign sub-
stance escaping the magnets is li1ble to muse fire or explosion by 
~ .s · ,a1'iwz with thp du::;t in a finely-div' into 


